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Open-Access (OA) is a publishing model where research output 
is made available to scholars free of charge and barriers1. In 
this model, processing and presenting expenses are covered by 
different means, including but not limited to article processing 
charges (APCs), where the authors, rather than the readers, deal 
with financing issues for their articles to become available2. OA 
journals have been criticized regarding the source of funding 
and possible influence on research outputs, and the relative 
scientific impact of OA journals compared to subscription 
journals3. 

The scientific impact of academic journals in their corresponding 
fields is objectively measured and compared using different 
variables, including but not limited to Journal Impact Factor 
(IF), Source Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP), SCImago 
Journal Rank (SJR) and scholarly output, among others4. These 
variables are measured based on each journal’s performance 
in terms of citations and number of articles published, where 
they differ in the formula used in their calculations4. Whereas 
the impact factor compares journals with each other, regardless 
of their discipline; SJR compares journal performance with its 
peers in the same discipline. Taking into account the discipline 
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Background: In recent years, there has been an increasing trend towards open-access (OA) 
publishing. 

Objective: To evaluate the current status of OA Scopus-indexed journals of ophthalmology 
regarding quality and volume.

Design: A Cross-Sectional Study.

Setting: University of Jordan Hospital, Amman, Jordan.

Method: Active journals indexed by Scopus in 2017 were investigated. Data were gathered and 
filtered into OA or non-OA ophthalmology journals. Eight variables were adopted to compare 
the quality of the included journals namely: CiteScore, CiteScore Percentile, Citation Count, 
Scholarly Output, Percent Cited, SCImago Journal Rank (SJR), Source Normalized Impact per 
Paper (SNIP), and SCImago Quartiles. 

Result: One hundred eight ophthalmology journals were indexed by Scopus in 2017. OA journals 
were 29 (26.9%). We found that OA journals did not have higher impact indices, and the only 
index that differs between OA and non-OA ophthalmology journals was SJR. 

Conclusion: The increasing demand of OA publishing has not yet been linked to improved quality 
and citation advantage. 
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upon comparing journal indices is an important factor due to 
the high variation in scientific productivity between different 
disciplines5. Up to our knowledge, there have been no studies 
comparing objective variables of scientific impact among OA 
and non-OA journals in ophthalmology.

The aim of this study is to evaluate OA ophthalmology journals 
and the impact of the OA status.

METHOD

Data were collected from the Scopus Source List6. We used the 
relevant filters on the list of medical journals in order to gather 
only the list of ophthalmology journals. OA journals are listed 
in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) and/or the 
Directory of Open Access Scholarly Resources (ROAD)7,8. 

For each journal, we extracted the following variables:

● CiteScore: The measure of average citations per 
published document in the serial.


